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Abstract

Tracer di usion simulations within random porous structures show that tortuosity factors are independent of di usion mechanism for
all practical void fractions when an equivalent Knudsen di usivity is correctly de6ned. Previous studies concluded that tortuosity factors,
a geometric property of the void space as de6ned, increase with increasing Knudsen number, Kn, a measure of the relative number of
molecule-surface and intermolecular collisions. The model porous structures in this study consist of random–loose packings of spheres
overlapped to achieve a given void fraction and to accurately re:ect the void space in practical porous solids. E ective di usivities
were estimated using tracer or :ux-based Monte Carlo methods for Knudsen numbers of 10−3–1010; the two methods lead to similar
di usivities for void fractions of 0.06–0.42. Tortuosity factors estimated using the number-averaged distance between collisions, 〈lp〉, for
the characteristic void length scale increased with increasing Knudsen number, even though simulations in in6nite cylinders con6rmed the
accuracy of the Bosanquet equation for all values of Kn. These unexpected changes in a geometric property of the void space become most
apparent near the percolation void fraction (∼0:04). For example, the Knudsen tortuosity factor de6ned in this manner is 1.8 times larger
than in the bulk regime for a solid with 0.10 void fraction. Even at high void fractions (∼0:42), the two extreme values of tortuosity factor
di er by a factor of ∼1:4. These apparent e ects of di usion mechanism on tortuosities re:ect the inaccurate use of number-averaged
chord lengths when tracer re:ections from random obstacles obey the Knudsen cosine law for di use re:ection. A corrected length scale,
6rst proposed by Derjaguin, leads to tortuosity factors independent of Kn for void fractions above 0.20; tortuosities di er by only 18% and
4% between Knudsen and bulk regimes even for void fractions of 0.10 and 0.15, respectively. The residual di erences at void fractions
below 0.10 arise from the increasingly serial nature of the remaining voids. Thus, a long-standing inconsistency between the de6ned
geometric nature of tortuosity factors and their inexplicable dependence on di usion mechanism is essentially resolved. In practice, these
simulations allow the consistent and accurate use of tortuosity factors determined at any value of Kn for all di usion regimes; they also
prescribe, rigorously for void fractions above 0.15 and empirically for lower void fractions, the length scale relevant to di usion in the
Knudsen and transition di usion regimes.
? 2004 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Detailed knowledge of transport properties of porous ma-
terials is required for the design and synthesis of adsor-
bents, membranes, catalyst pellets, and chemical reactors.
The void space within typical porous solids consists of
labyrinths of contorted interconnected paths with irregular
cross-sections. These morphological details control the rate
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at which molecules traverse macroscopic regions within the
void space to allow separation, adsorption, and chemical re-
actions to occur. The precise details of the void structure,
together with the prevailing conditions of pressure and tem-
perature and the identity of the di using molecules, deter-
mine transport rates. The complex geometry and connectiv-
ity of the void space typically precludes rigorous treatments
of mole and energy balances within porous solids.
Transport mechanisms depend on pore size distributions,

which cause local variations in di usion rates and prevent
rigorous averaging of di usion rates within the void space.
Di usion occurs via bulk or Knudsen processes, controlled
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by molecule–molecule or molecule–wall collisions, respec-
tively, depending on the distance between collisions, set by
the mean free path or the relevant pore dimensions. In many
cases, redirecting collisions occur both among molecules
and with pore walls, leading to transition regime di usion,
generally described by the treatment of Bosanquet (1944).
Clearly, the nature of the pore space in:uences transport by
dictating both the nature of the redirecting collisions and the
availability and directness of paths (chords) across macro-
scopic regions within the void space.
A tortuosity factor (Satter6eld, 1970; Wakao and Smith,

1962) is typically used to describe the longer connecting
path imposed by obstacles within porous solids relative to
that for motion in unconstrained free space. It is meant to
re:ect solely the geometry of the void space. This geometric
factor, �, is de6ned as

�=
� ID
De
: (1)

Here, � is the void fraction, De is the e ective di usivity in
the porous solid, and ID is a reference or equivalent di usiv-
ity, typically described by the Bosanquet equation

ID =
(

1
Db

+
1
DK

)−1

: (2)

This reciprocal additivity relation describes how di usivity
depends on the bulk, Db, and Knudsen, DK , components
when both wall and molecule collisions redirect paths. The
value of Db is given by kinetic theory (Kennard, 1938)

Db =
�
3
; (3)

where � is the mean free path and  the mean molecular
velocity. The value ofDK for an equivalent capillary is given
by the treatment of Knudsen (1909)

DK =
〈lp〉
3
; (4)

where 〈lp〉 is the number-averaged pore diameter. The
prevalent di usion mechanism depends on the Knudsen
number, Kn,

Kn =
�

〈lp〉 (5)

which re:ects the ratio of molecule–wall to molecule–
molecule collisions; thus, redirecting collisions among
molecules predominate for Kn � 1 (bulk di usion) and
between molecules and pore walls for Kn � 1 (Knudsen
di usion). Substitution of Eqs. (3)–(5) into Eq. (2) yields

ID =
Db

1 + Kn
(6)

which becomes Eqs. (3) and (4) for small and large values
of Kn, respectively.
Connectivity, shape, and speci6c limiting constrictions in-

:uence the nature of the interconnecting paths, and thus tor-
tuosity factors, which when de6ned and measured properly,
depend solely on the void space geometry, and not on the

nature of the redirecting collisions that contribute to di u-
sive transport. Structural models of varying 6delity and com-
plexity are used to describe porous solids; some constructs
rely on dusty-gas concepts (Mason and Malinauskas, 1983)
or capillary networks (Bhatia, 1986; Burganos and Sotir-
chos, 1987; Dullien, 1975; Hollewand and Gladden, 1992;
Reyes and Jensen, 1985; Vocka and Dubois, 2000), which
allow analytical treatments. Neither suspended “dust” par-
ticles nor intersecting or parallel cylinders, even those with
irregular cross-section, provide faithful descriptions of typi-
cal void structures. These models neglect geometric details,
such as constrictions, 6nite volumes at pore intersections,
random distortions of cylindrical cross-sections, and the spe-
ci6c connectivity among various components in a pore size
distribution. The signi6cant impact of pore size and con-
nectivity on measured tortuosities was previously described
(Carniglia, 1986; Latour et al., 1995; Lorenzano-Porras et
al., 1994; Portsmouth and Gladden, 1992; Salmas and An-
droutsopoulos, 2001; Vervoort and Cattle, 2002). Pore size
distributions, however, provide incomplete descriptions of
the connectivity among voids, which are essential to de-
scribe transport dynamics in porous solids.
We note, with some concern, that tortuosity factors are

often much larger for Knudsen di usion than for bulk di u-
sion, in spite of their intended and purely geometric nature.
Computational studies of (non-reactive) di usive processes
in pixelized porousmedia (Burganos, 1998), stackings of tis-
sues (Vignoles, 1995), anisotropic particulate arrangements
(Tassopoulos and Rosner, 1992), as well as measurements
in NaX zeolite beds (Geier et al., 2002) have inexplicably
concluded that tortuosity factors depend on the mechanism
of di usion. Two-dimensional lattice simulations have sug-
gested that tortuosity factors during reaction actually depend
on reaction rates (Sharratt and Mann, 1987), but Zhang and
Seaton (1994) later showed that e ective di usivities are
the same with or without chemical reaction, except for very
fast reactions or those occurring in bimodal structures. The
concept of a purely geometric tortuosity factor cannot be
reconciled with many of these 6ndings.
Here, we show that geometric tortuosity factors, when

properly de6ned and calculated, become independent of dif-
fusion mechanism, at least for void fractions well above
the percolation threshold, in random aggregates that provide
faithful structural models of random porous solids. As mul-
tiple randomly connected paths become unavailable near the
percolation threshold, we become unable to accurately de-
6ne an equivalent Knudsen di usivity without speci6c de-
tails about how various components in the pore size distri-
bution are connected to each other; these details are seldom
available. Persistent di erences between tortuosity factors
estimated from Knudsen and bulk di usion occur only at
void fractions much lower than those in typical catalysts and
adsorbents; in such solids, even the continuum assumption
required for the de6nition of di usivity is likely to fail.
Here, we 6rst describe the computational methods used to

generate realistic porous structures and to monitor di usive
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processes within them. Then, we verify the validity of the
Bosanquet treatment for transition di usion in straight long
cylinders and use Monte Carlo methods to estimate e ective
di usivities for a wide range of Kn in realistic model pore
structures. The conventional method for estimating tortu-
osities is modi6ed by using a characteristic length scale for
Knudsen di usivities 6rst proposed by Derjaguin (1946); it
accounts for path length distributions and for redirections
after collisions with pore walls. This approach leads to tor-
tuosities that become essentially independent of Knudsen
number for all void fractions of practical interest. Tortuos-
ity factors in the Knudsen and bulk di usion regimes dif-
fer by only 18% for a void fraction of 0.10, and 4% for a
void fraction of 0.15. For lower void fractions, tortuosities
increase with increasing Kn, even after using the Derjaguin
correction. The residual e ects of pore constrictions and se-
rial connectivity can be illustrated by considering individual
tracer trajectories that reveal hindered movements in porous
solids at very low void fractions. In the process, we con6rm
that the Bosanquet treatment of transition di usion remains
accurate for random pore structures, while we resolve the
inconsistent dependence of tortuosity on Knudsen number
for random solids with void fractions above 0.10 by correct-
ing Knudsen di usivities in random pore structures by the
statistics of length scale distributions and by the nature of
molecule–wall collisions.

2. Methods

2.1. Generation of model porous solids

Model porous solids are constructed using partially over-
lapped sphere packings andMonte Carlo methods previously
described (Reyes and Iglesia, 1991a,b). The void structures
resemble those in porous solids formed by sol–gel, precipi-
tation, pyrolysis, or combustion synthesis methods. Random
–loose aggregates of spheres are assembled by slow settling
of spheres, dropped from random locations into a cylinder
and placed at the 6rst stable three-point contact. Central re-
gions in this packing are isotropic and unin:uenced by wall
e ects; their void fraction is 0.42, in agreement with exper-
iments (Haughey and Beveridge, 1969). Void fractions are
controlled by randomly increasing sphere radii according to
a distribution function (uniform or Gaussian) to simulate
actual densi6cation processes. Fig. 1 shows representative
examples of randomly packed and densi6ed aggregates of
spheres. The prescribed growth of spheres leads to lower
void fractions and to smaller pores.

2.2. Simulations of di7usion rates

Two methods are used in order to simulate di usion rates
in these solids. Tracer methods are based on mean-square
displacements of tracer molecules and they re:ect transient

(c) 

(b) 

(a) 

Fig. 1. Model packing structures for void fractions of 0.42 (a), 0.25 (b),
and 0.10 (c).

di usion experiments. Flux-based test particle methods
probe steady-state di usivities.

2.2.1. Mean-square displacement methods
Tracers are initially placed at random positions within

a cubic packing section with an edge length of 30 sphere
diameters. Tracers falling within spheres are assigned zero
displacement; this accounts for the volume excluded by the
packed spheres in the e ective di usivity equation. Tracers
falling within voids are moved so as to place them in random
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positions at the smaller of two distances: a random distance
chosen from an exponential distribution (Hildebrand, 1963)
with mean � or the distance to the nearest wall in a chosen
random direction. The 6rst type of movement leads to a
random redirection, while the second leads to a re:ection
prescribed by the Knudsen cosine law (Greenwood, 2002;
Knudsen, 1909). Elastic collisions occur at the edges of
the control volume and tracer coordinates are recorded in
the in6nite domain as well as the actual packing section.
E ective di usivities are based on the motions of thousands
of tracers with an average displacement of tens of sphere
diameters in packing sections consisting of ∼105 spheres.
These conditions ensure that di usivity estimates are not
biased by incomplete sampling of the void space.
E ective di usivities are calculated from mean square

displacements using the Einstein equation (Einstein, 1926)

De =
〈R2〉
2nt

(7)

in which 〈R2〉 is the mean-square tracer displacement, n is
the dimensionality of the pore space (1 for in6nite cylinders
and 3 for packings), and t is the time elapsed; the latter
is proportional to the total cumulative distance traveled by
each tracer. In all cases, distances traveled by tracers are
suQciently large so that estimated di usivities do not depend
on time.

2.2.2. Test-particle method
E ective di usivities estimated from tracer methods can

di er from steady-state di usivities measured by :ux meth-
ods for randomly connected cubic lattices (Bryntesson,
2002). Experiments have shown that steady-state di usivi-
ties in porous slabs or industrial catalysts tend to be similar
to, or slightly lower than, transient di usivities (Baiker
et al., 1982; Sotirchos, 1992). Comparisons between these
two types of measurements are useful to probe any e ects
of pendant dead-end regions, which tracer methods tend
to sample selectively when these pendant voids are placed
non-randomly along conducting backbones. Test particle
methods that measure steady-state di usivities (Abbasi
et al., 1983) involve the injection of a large number of trac-
ers through an imaginary plane and determining the fraction,
fT , of these tracers that crosses another plane at a distance
L (transmission) before re-crossing the injection plane

De =
1
4
fTL: (8)

Tracers start from the 6rst plane with a direction prescribed
by the Knudsen cosine law and a large cube with an edge
length of 30 sphere diameters is used as the control volume.
At the cube sides, molecules are elastically re:ected into
the cube; each simulation uses at least 2 × 107 tracers. We
monitor the maximum distance covered by each tracer, irre-
spective of whether it reaches the second imaginary place.
Because a tracer with a maximum penetration depth of �
can be counted as a transmitted tracer for any L¡�, this
information can be used to estimate the di usivity arising

from any plane spacing less than that actually used in the
simulations (Abbasi et al., 1983).

3. Results and discussion

We consider di usion in geometrically simple systems
before addressing corrections required to restore the in-
tended geometric character of tortuosity factors for more
complex porous media. First, we explore the appropriateness
of Bosanquet treatments of transition di usion; these treat-
ments are then used to estimate equivalent di usivities re-
quired to obtain tortuosity factors for complex porous media.
Tortuosity factors for our model porous solids are estimated
as a function of Kn for void fractions ranging from touching
non-overlapping spheres (0.42 void fraction) to overlapped
spheres near the percolation void fraction (∼0:04) using
Eqs. (1)–(4). The use of a reference Knudsen di usivity
6rst proposed by Derjaguin (1946), leads to tortuosity fac-
tors that are essentially independent of Kn for void fractions
above 0.10. This reference Knudsen di usivity is equivalent
to the conventional Knudsen di usivity, but with a charac-
teristic length smaller than the number-averaged pore diam-
eter or distance between collisions.

3.1. Di7usion in long cylinders

Tracer di usion in the Knudsen regime within straight
long cylinders has been examined (Beijerinck et al., 1976;
Goren:o et al., 1967) predominantly in the context of molec-
ular :ows through tubes at low pressures (Steckelmacher,
1966). The reciprocal additivity relation of Bosanquet
(Eq. (2)), reminiscent of parallel resistances, is typically
used for all Kn values and its theoretical basis has been
demonstrated (Pollard and Present, 1948). Here, we con-
6rm the accuracy of Eq. (2) in long cylinders, and then use
it to evaluate the reference di usivity required to estimate
tortuosity factors in realistic porous constructs.
Mean-square displacements (Section 2.2.1) were used to

estimate tracer di usivities in a long cylinder for Kn values
of 10−3–103, which cover redirection mechanisms ranging
from bulk to Knudsen di usion regimes. Fig. 2a shows nor-
malized di usivities, D=(Rcyl), as a function of Kn. Di u-
sivities given by the Bosanquet equation (solid curve) are
indistinguishable from those estimated from tracer simu-
lations (symbols). Di usivities are proportional to Kn for
low Kn values, for which redirections involve only molecule
–molecule collisions. They reach a constant value for Kn
values above ∼100. We note that these simulations repro-
duce exactly the predictions of the Knudsen equation, de-
rived from kinetic theory using the same molecule–wall co-
sine re:ection law as in our simulations (Greenwood, 2002;
Knudsen, 1909).
The maximum fractional deviation from Bosanquet pre-

dictions is 0.055 for the entire Kn range (Fig. 2b). Thus,
any e ects of Knudsen number on tortuosity factors do not
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Fig. 2. Monte Carlo data for normalized di usivities in an in6nite cylinder
as a function of Knudsen number and comparison with the Bosanquet
formula (a) and the fractional di erence between the Bosanquet formula
and tracer simulations as a function of Knudsen number (b).

re:ect inaccuracies in the functional dependence introduced
by the Bosanquet equation in estimates of equivalent di u-
sivities in the transition di usion regime. These deviations
must arise instead from an inaccurate choice of characteris-
tic length scales in the Knudsen term of Eq. (2); this length
scale is conventionally, but non-rigorously, chosen as the
number-averaged pore diameter and estimated from inde-
pendent experiments or from the distance between collisions
in tracer simulations. Next, we probe the apparent e ects of
Kn on tortuosity factors using this speci6c choice of length
scale.

3.2. Tortuosity factor estimates using number-averaged
pore sizes as the Knudsen di7usion length

The geometric nature of the tortuosity factor indicates that
it should not depend on the di usion mechanism, but only on
the void space topology. Yet, simulations in pixelized struc-
tures (Burganos, 1998) and 6ber structures (Tomadakis and
Sotirchos, 1993) give tortuosities that increase with Knud-
sen number; these e ects become stronger as void frac-
tion decreases. Similar trends are apparent in tracer simula-
tions within the random spherical aggregates of this study
(Fig. 3). Tortuosity factors based on bulk (Kn � 1) and
Knudsen (Kn � 1) di usion are shown in Fig. 3 as a
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Fig. 3. Knudsen (�K ) and bulk (�b) tortuosity factors as a function of void
fraction for densi6ed solids (a) and the ratio of �K to �b as a function
of void fraction (b).

function of void fraction. The tortuosities in these two mech-
anistic extremes are denoted as �b and �K . These tortuos-
ity factors are obtained by using the mean free path and
the number-averaged distance between wall collisions in es-
timating equivalent di usivities in the bulk and Knudsen
regime, respectively.
Tortuosity factors increase monotonically with decreasing

void fraction as touching spheres coalesce to form increas-
ingly disconnected networks, which approach the percola-
tion threshold at void fractions of ∼0:04. At all void frac-
tions, �b is signi6cantly smaller than �K (e.g. 6.4 vs. 11.5
for 0.10 void fraction, 2.6 vs. 4.0 for 0.20, and 1.5 vs. 2.1
for 0.42), but their di erences decrease as porous solids be-
come increasingly connected with increasing void fraction.
The �b value of 1.5 for touching spheres (�= 0:42) agrees
with 1.47–1.49 values measured in randomly packed mono-
size spheres (Currie, 1960). Fig. 3b shows (�K=�b) ratios as
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Fig. 4. Tortuosities as a function of Knudsen number for densi6ed solids
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a function of void fraction, which approach a value of∼1:44
for void fractions above 0.15, and becomes larger as voids
become poorly connected at lower void fractions.
The detailed dependence of tortuosity factors on Kn, sug-

gested by the data in Fig. 3, is shown in Fig. 4 for 6ve struc-
tures with void fractions between 0.10 and 0.42. These sim-
ulations indicate that a characteristic length di erent from
the number-averaged distance between wall collisions is re-
quired in the Bosanquet equation. Once this length scale is
chosen, so as to make the Knudsen and bulk tortuosities
equal, the harmonic mean concepts implicit in the Bosan-
quet equation lead to tortuosity values independent of Knud-
sen number. Next, we discuss the origins of the required
corrections and introduce rigorous methods for estimating
the characteristic length scale relevant in the Knudsen term
present within the Bosanquet equation.

3.3. Characteristic length scales in the Knudsen regime
and corrections for redirection law and free path
distributions

Here, the nature of the length distribution between wall
collisions in the Knudsen regime and the role of redirections
during wall collisions are examined using an approach 6rst
proposed by Derjaguin (1946) and later utilized by Levitz
(1993, 1998). This approach shows that, in e ect, the ubiq-
uitous use of the number-averaged distance between colli-
sions as the relevant length scale in the Knudsen and Bosan-
quet equations is non-rigorous for random void structures
and cosine re:ection laws.
Lu and Torquato (1993) showed that point tracers under-

going Knudsen di usion within voids between impenetrable
spheres follow free path distributions equivalent to the chord
length distribution of the pore space (the lengths of contin-
uous line segments in the voids when many lines are drawn
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Fig. 5. Length-scale distributions for densi6ed solids with void fractions
of 0.05 and 0.42.

at random throughout a porous solid). Further, this distribu-
tion is exponential (i.e. P(l) = (1=〈l〉)exp(−l=〈l〉)). In our
model porous solids, the distances between successive wall
collisions, lp, during Knudsen di usion are accurately de-
scribed by an exponential distribution at all void fractions,
as shown in Fig. 5. Free path distributions from simula-
tions (5 × 107 wall collisions; normalized by the radius of
the initial non-overlapped spheres) for two extremes in void
fraction (0.05 and 0.42; symbols) are compared with expo-
nential distributions (lines) each with the same mean as the
corresponding simulation results. These exponential distri-
butions are identical to those predicted from kinetic theory
for di usion free paths in unconstrained space.
Although length-scale distributions for Knudsen di usion

within porous solids are similar in functional form to free
path distributions for bulk di usion, the nature of the redi-
rection collisions di ers markedly. The use of Db as the
equivalent di usivity for small Kn is rigorous, because both
free path distributions and the nature of the molecular redi-
rections are identical to those in unconstrained space; the
resulting tortuosity factor rigorously and accurately isolates
the impact of pore space geometry on di usion. In con-
trast, the use of DK for a cylinder of diameter equal to the
number-averaged chord length within the solid as the equiv-
alent di usivity for large Kn is equivalent to using the bulk
di usivity with � = 〈lp〉 (compare Eq. (4) with Eq. (3)).
Collisions with surfaces, however, lead to redirections con-
strained to the half-space, because of the presence of solid
surfaces, and redirections obey a Knudsen cosine law in-
stead of a purely random re:ection law. These considera-
tions suggest that the use of number-averaged chord lengths
for 〈lp〉 in equivalent di usivities is inappropriate and that
tortuosity factors require an equivalent di usivity equal to
that in free space with the same length scale distribution
and type of redirections as in the porous solid.
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The approach of Derjaguin (1946), later extended by
Levitz (1993, 1998), has led to an expression for di usivity,
D′, that captures the statistics of the length-scale distribution
as well as the nature of the redirecting collisions

D′ =
1
3
〈lp〉〈〉

[
〈l2p〉
2〈lp〉2 − �

]
: (9)

This equation attempts to describe di usivities through
porous solids without a well-de6ned void structure (i.e.
very spongy or porous). It describes tracer displacements as
a sequence of rectilinear segments and is valid for di usion
processes in which the length and orientation of each step
are uncorrelated. The Knudsen di usion equation appears
outside the brackets; it is corrected for non-exponential path
distributions by the 6rst term in brackets and for the nature of
the wall re:ections by the second term. The terms 〈lp〉 and
〈l2p〉 are the number-averaged path length and mean-square
path length, respectively. The ratio 〈l2p〉=2〈lp〉2, as it ap-
pears in Eq. (9), becomes unity for exponential distribu-
tions. Simulation data for 〈lp〉=R0 and 〈l2p〉=R20, where R0
is the radius of the initial monosize spheres, are shown
as a function of void fraction in Fig. 6; both quantities
decrease with decreasing void fraction. The relevant ratio,
〈l2p〉=2〈lp〉2, however, only varies between 0.982 and 1.003
for void fractions between 0.05 and 0.42. Consequently,
this term does not give rise to signi6cant correction for ref-
erence Knudsen di usivities at any void fraction, because
distances between collisions remain essentially exponential,
even for void fractions near the percolation threshold.
The nature of the redirecting collisions is captured by the

� term

� = −
m=∞∑
m=1

〈cos �m〉 (10)

in which 〈cos �m〉 is the average cosine of the angles between
trajectory segments separated by m wall collisions. For

uniform streams of molecules striking randomly placed
spheres, Derjaguin showed that the Knudsen cosine law
leads to

〈cos �m〉 = (− 4
9 )
m (11)

and to a � value of 0.3077. For bulk di usion, � is zero;
thus, the term in square brackets in Eq. (9) becomes
unity, and Eq. (9) collapses to the bulk di usion equation
(Eq. (3)). The touching and overlapping of spheres in our
porous solids may lead to variations in �. For Knudsen di u-
sion in an in6nite cylinder, we 6nd that 〈l2p〉=2〈lp〉2 is 0.666,
indicating that the chord-length distribution is not exponen-
tial, and � is 0.333; their di erence represents a correction
factor of 0.333 that correctly reproduces Eq. (4) because
di usion occurs only in the axial direction for a cylinder,
while it occurs in all three dimensions in a porous solid. We
have calculated � values for porous structures with void
fractions between 0.05 and 0.42 using the 6rst 12 terms in
Eq. (10) and 3 × 107 wall collisions, from which 〈cos �m〉
terms were determined from the appropriate angles between
trajectory segments. Table 1 shows simulation results for
〈cos �1〉 up to 〈cos �12〉, together with predictions from
Eq. (11). Tracer simulations show the expected alternating
sign and dampened decay of the 〈cos �m〉 term; :uctua-
tions decay more weakly with subsequent collisions than
predicted by Eq. (11). This indicates that touching and
overlapping spheres retain correlations among collisions
longer than spheres randomly levitated in space, apparently
as a result of the touching requirements used to place them
within the packing. The last row of Table 1 shows the val-
ues of � computed using Eq. (10) for values of m up to
12. The fractional deviation between � values for 0.42 void
fraction and the Derjaguin limiting value of 0.3077 is 0.018.
The value of � increases with decreasing void fraction from
0.302 for a void fraction of 0.42 to 0.348 for a void fraction
of 0.10. These values of � di er by less than 5% from those
estimated using the 6rst 50 terms of Eq. (10).
We have also tested the uncorrelated nature of path

lengths by storing the time sequence of path lengths, lp, for
each tracer in di usion simulations for Kn of 1010 and con-
sidering a total of 3× 107 segments. At each void fraction,
the path lengths recorded in the solid were used in di usion
simulations within unconstrained free space, from either
the same sequence for each tracer as they sequentially oc-
cur in the solid (Dordered

free ) or by choosing randomly from
the path length distribution (Drandomized

free ). Table 2 shows
Dordered
free =(R0) and Drandomized

free =(R0). Fractional deviations
between random and sequenced path lengths are less than
0.01 for all void fractions, suggesting that any correlations
among successive paths do not in:uence transport rates.
These 6ndings do not preclude serial connectivity, espe-
cially relevant at low void fractions, which leads to repeti-
tive sampling of local regions and to infrequent transitions
to other voids to which a given region is poorly connected
because openings are small and connected in series. The
consequences of seriality as we approach the percolation
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Table 1
Values of the average cosines of angles formed by trajectory segments separated by 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 12 wall collisions as a function of void fraction and
comparison with the theoretical prediction given by Eq. (11)

Theory � = 0:07 � = 0:10 � = 0:15 � = 0:20 � = 0:30 � = 0:42

〈cos �1〉 −0:4444 −0:4443 −0:4446 −0:4444 −0:4445 −0:4445 −0:4445
〈cos �2〉 0.1975 0.1975 0.1965 0.1983 0.2019 0.2099 0.2283
〈cos �3〉 −0:0878 −0:1275 −0:1234 −0:1214 −0:1218 −0:1251 −0:1394
〈cos �4〉 0.0390 0.0656 0.0622 0.0611 0.0619 0.0668 0.0852
〈cos �5〉 −0:0173 −0:0498 −0:0456 −0:0432 −0:0426 −0:0448 −0:0600
〈cos �6〉 0.0077 0.0274 0.0244 0.0230 0.0230 0.0258 0.0421
〈cos �7〉 −0:0034 −0:0239 −0:0208 −0:0189 −0:0178 −0:0190 −0:0331
〈cos �8〉 0.0015 0.0135 0.0115 0.0103 0.0099 0.0115 0.0254
〈cos �9〉 −0:0007 −0:0134 −0:0113 −0:0096 −0:0088 −0:0093 −0:0216
〈cos �10〉 0.0003 0.0077 0.0062 0.0051 0.0050 0.0058 0.0178
〈cos �11〉 −0:0001 −0:0087 −0:0069 −0:0056 −0:0052 −0:0053 −0:0158
〈cos �12〉 0.0001 0.0048 0.0038 0.0029 0.0030 0.0035 0.0136

�a 0.3077 0.3511 0.3481 0.3424 0.3359 0.3248 0.3022

a� is approximated as—
∑m=12
m=1 〈cos �m〉.

Table 2
Normalized e ective di usivities for cases in which the path lengths for tracers in our model porous solids are used in bulk di usion simulations in free
space

� = 0:07 � = 0:10 � = 0:15 � = 0:20 � = 0:30 � = 0:42

Dordered
free =(R0) 0.150 0.165 0.188 0.208 0.252 0.320
Drandomized
free =(R0) 0.148 0.165 0.188 0.210 0.253 0.311
Dordered
free =Drandomized

free 1.011 0.996 0.999 0.993 0.995 1.030

The same sequence of path lengths for each tracer was used as in the packing, or path lengths were drawn randomly from the set of all values.

threshold and few remaining paths traverse macroscopic re-
gions in the void space are addressed in Section 3.6. Next,
we use the length scales and equivalent di usivity expres-
sion of Derjaguin to eliminate e ects of Kn on tortuosity
factors for most of the useful void fraction range in random
porous structures (�¿ 0:10).

3.4. Equivalent di7usivities and tortuosity factors using
Derjaguin’s equation

Fig. 7 shows tortuosity factors obtained from bulk (trian-
gles) and Knudsen (diamonds) di usion tracer simulations,
in which equivalent di usivities are estimated from the
Derjaguin equation (Eq. (9)) instead of the Knudsen term
(Eq. (4)) in the Bosanquet equation. Tortuosity factors be-
come essentially independent of di usion regime for large
void fractions; speci6cally, di erences become less than
18% for void fractions above 0.10. For void fractions be-
tween 0.10 and 0.42, the void space is connected via multiple
paths, which lead to uncorrelated chord lengths and angles
(as required by the Derjaguin treatment) and to infrequent
limiting small constrictions serially connected. Thus, the
Derjaguin treatment resolves remaining concerns about
the geometric nature of tortuosity factors and provides a
rigorous protocol for choosing the relevant length scale in

Knudsen and transition regimes, at least for the range of
void fractions (0.10–0.42) relevant to practical porous
adsorbents and catalysts, which require the accessibility
provided by such well-connected structures.
Fig. 8 shows tortuosity factors as a function of Knud-

sen number for the same porous solids as in Fig. 4. These
tortuosity factors are estimated from tracer simulations by
using the Derjaguin form of the equivalent Knudsen di u-
sivity (Eq. (9)) where it appears in the Bosanquet equation
(Eq. (2)). This approach leads to tortuosity factors that are
insensitive to Knudsen number for all void fractions above
0.15 and which change by less than 18% throughout the en-
tire Kn range for void fractions above 0.10. Thus, previously
reported and unexplained dependencies of tortuosity factors
on Knudsen numbers when conventional Knudsen compo-
nents were inaccurately used in the Bosanquet equation (as
shown in Fig. 4) essentially disappear for all practical void
fractions. Tokunaga (1984) has shown that the Bosanquet
relation holds for any free path and chord length distribu-
tions. Our simulations con6rm the rigorous nature of the
harmonic averaging implied by the Bosanquet treatment and
provide a fundamental correction to the length scale rele-
vant for the Knudsen component in this averaging. In the
process, these 6ndings resolve long-standing inconsistencies
apparent from the strong e ects of Knudsen number on tor-
tuosity factors, even when such factors should re:ect only
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of void fraction, using the corrected form of the Knudsen di usivity
(Eq. (9)) in the Bosanquet formula (a) and the ratio of �K to �b as a
function of void fraction (b).

the geometry of the void space.

3.5. Estimating the relevant length scale for Knudsen
di7usion using experimental data

Chord-length distributions and speci6cally the connectiv-
ity among the various components in these distributions are
not available from independent measurements for relevant
porous structures. Model-dependent pore size distributions
can be measured using condensation or porosimetry meth-
ods, but they require speci6c geometric assumptions about
the void space and tend to selectively weigh the largest
or the smallest pores in the structure (Henrion and Leurs,
1977; Lowell, 1979). Thus, it appears worthwhile to explore
whether number-averaged chord lengths can be estimated
from less equivocal measurements, and then converted to
the relevant length using the Derjaguin expression (Eq. (9)).
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Fig. 8. The void tortuosity factor, using the corrected form of the Knudsen
di usivity (Eq. (9)) in the Bosanquet formula, as a function of Knudsen
number for void fractions of 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.42.

Mean pore sizes can be estimated from void fractions and
surface areas per unit volume, SV , based on simple geometric
arguments

〈lp〉estimated = 4�
SV
: (12)

These estimates require simple measurements of the pore
volume and the exposed surface area. We have tested the
accuracy of Eq. (12) for our model porous solids; in doing
so, we estimate SV by placing large numbers of tracers ran-
domly on sphere surfaces and determining how many reside
within voids. Fig. 9 shows the ratio of the number-averaged
chord length, 〈lp〉simulation, from tracer measurements in the
Knudsen regime (Kn=1010) to that given by Eq. (12). The
maximum fractional deviation from unity is 0.03 throughout
the entire void fraction range.
The relevant length scale for Knudsen di usion in our

packings is smaller than the number-averaged chord length.
The Derjaguin equation (Eq. (9)) de6nes the characteristic
length scale to use, with the term in square brackets giv-
ing the appropriate fraction of the number-averaged chord
length (compare Eq. (9) with Eq. (4)). This ratio is shown in
Fig. 9 as 〈lp〉Derjaguin=〈lp〉estimated. Also shown in Fig. 9 are
data for 〈lp〉proper=〈lp〉estimated, where 〈lp〉proper is the length
scale that renders tortuosity values independent of Knudsen
number. The values for 〈lp〉Derjaguin=〈lp〉estimated agree well
with 〈lp〉proper=〈lp〉estimated for most void fractions, as ex-
pected. Near the percolation threshold, the proper ratio de-
creases sharply, indicating that the Derjaguin correction is
insuQcient for such solids. In fact, values of 〈lp〉proper tend
to zero near the percolation threshold, because transport be-
comes predominantly serial and tracers must traverse the
smallest opening in an exponential pore size distribution, as
we discuss further in Section 3.6.
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The results shown in Fig. 9 provide practical guidance in
choosing the correct length scale required for equivalent dif-
fusivities estimated from the Bosanquet equation (Eq. (2)),
which are required to rigorously de6ne geometric tortuosi-
ties (Eq. (1)). E ective di usivities can be estimated from
Eq. (1) by using mechanism-independent and purely ge-
ometric tortuosity factors obtained from measurements at
any value of the Knudsen number and rigorously applica-
ble at all conditions of temperature, pressure, and Knudsen
number. Fig. 10 shows tortuosity factors for several model
porous solids as a function of Knudsen number, where the
conventional de6nition of the tortuosity factor (Eqs. (1)–
(4)) is used with the characteristic pore size taken to be
〈lp〉proper. The independence of the tortuosity factor from
di usion regime is immediately clear; the largest variation
of any of the data points is 3.3%.

3.6. Parallel versus serial transport and the e7ect of pore
constrictions

Here, we examine the underlying basis for the residual in-
accuracies in the Derjaguin equation at void fractions lower
than 0.10, which lead to � values that increase with increas-
ing Kn. For solids with high void fractions, in which the
pore space is well-connected, the relevant length scale for
Knudsen di usion is essentially proportional to that esti-
mated from Eq. (12), because transport through these struc-
tures occurs essentially via random sampling of multiple
parallel paths. Previous studies have considered di usion in
voids (Horgan, 1999) and conduction through porous solids
(Staggs, 2002) as combinations of serial and parallel con-
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by Eqs. (1)–(4) but with a characteristic pore size chosen so that �K =�b,
as a function of Knudsen number for void fractions of 0.10, 0.15, 0.20,
0.25, and 0.42.

ducting networks, but without rigorous guidance as to their
relative contributions in realistic solids. The decreasing den-
sity of connecting paths as void fraction decreases forces
tracers to sample the chord length distribution in increas-
ingly serial fashion. In fact, near the percolation threshold
the continuum approximation required for the validity of
e ective medium di usivities becomes invalid (Zhang and
Seaton, 1992). At the percolation threshold, the one remain-
ing connecting path becomes unavailable this remaining path
is highly constricted and tortuous and it contains, in a serial
arrangement, every chord length in the distribution. In this
case, chord length averaging for di usive purposes requires
a relevant length scale given by 〈l−1

p 〉−1, properly corrected
for the re:ection law, instead of 〈lp〉. The value of 〈l−1

p 〉−1

is zero, however, for any exponential distribution and thus
the tortuosity factor approaches in6nity at the percolation
threshold.
One possible reason for the persistent e ects of Kn on � af-

ter the Derjaguin correction is the e ect of an increasing den-
sity of pendant dead-end voids, which become prevalent as
void fraction decreases. These pendant regions may be sam-
pled di erently in tracer measurements than in :ux-based
steady-state di usion measurements. Intuitively, this arises
because tracers probe dead-ends, wasting steps and time oth-
erwise used for net motion, while molecules at steady-state
are replaced on average by another molecule as they enter
such pendant regions. If pendant regions arti6cially delay
tracers and if such regions favor the larger chord lengths in
the distribution, tracer simulations could lead to arti6cially
high tortuosity factors as void fraction decreases and thus
account for the residual e ects of Kn on �.
Table 3 shows e ective di usivities estimated from

mean-square displacement (tracer) methods and from
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Table 3
Comparison of normalized e ective di usivities obtained from the test-particle method and the mean-square displacement method at several void fractions

� = 0:06 � = 0:07 � = 0:10 � = 0:15 � = 0:20 � = 0:30 � = 0:42

DTPM=(R0) 1.79E-04 4.78E-04 1.45E-03 4.89E-03 1.03E-02 2.83E-02 6.48E-02
DMSD=(R0) 1.91E-04 4.86E-04 1.46E-03 4.83E-03 1.04E-02 2.86E-02 6.56E-02
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Fig. 11. Position data (x-direction) as a function of cumulative distance traveled for typical trajectories in model porous solids with � = 0:42 (a)–(b)
and � = 0:07 (c)–(d).

test-particle (steady-state) methods. For all void fractions
shown, the test-particle method yields virtually identical
di usivities to those obtained from tracer simulations. The
maximum fractional deviation between the two methods is
0.012 at a void fraction of 0.42, 0.017 at a void fraction
of 0.07 and 0.067 at a void fraction of 0.06. Note that for
� = 0:06 the corrected Knudsen tortuosity factor is still
∼45% greater than that based on bulk di usion simulations,
so these e ects fail to o er a satisfactory explanation. There
are clearly no signi6cant di erences between Knudsen dif-
fusivities estimated from the test-particle method and the
mean-square displacement method for our model porous
solids. Bulk di usion simulations using the test-particle
method are not possible, even using a 6rst-passage time
approach, because of the number of tracers required for sta-
tistical signi6cance at separation distances of 20–30 sphere
diameters.
Although there are no signi6cant correlations among suc-

cessive chord lengths at any void fractions (see Table 2
and related text), pore constrictions and connectivity ef-

fects may lead to spatial correlations among successive lo-
cations where wall collisions occur. Pore constrictions have
been investigated theoretically in an alternating sequence of
cylinders of two di erent diameters (Haynes and Brown,
1971; Smith, 1986b), and in periodically constricted pores
with convex or concave walls that are readily de6ned by ar-
rangements of spheres (Kanellopoulos et al., 1983; Nakano
et al., 1987; Smith, 1986a). The presence of pore constric-
tions can lead to repeated probing of a pore volume with
transitions to neighboring volumes through a constriction
occurring only infrequently. Such behavior can be illustrated
in our model porous solids by plotting positional data for
individual tracers as a function of cumulative distance trav-
eled. Note that it is necessary to consider individual tracers
for this purpose because averaging over a population of trac-
ers will erase any di erences and simply lead to Gaussian
concentration pro6les associated with di usion processes.
Fig. 11 shows the normalized x-coordinate as a function
of cumulative distance traveled by each tracer (i.e. simula-
tion time) for representative tracers in solids with �= 0:42
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(a)–(b) and � = 0:07 (c)–(d). For � = 0:42, both sample
trajectories exhibit signi6cant variations in the locations vis-
ited, as expected for a relatively unhindered random walk in
a well-connected solid. In contrast, the results for �= 0:07
show tracer movements occurring in a qualitatively uneven
manner. Each tracer spends much of its time moving about
a small range of positions locally, with large changes in po-
sition occurring only infrequently. This existence of ‘noisy’
plateaus and infrequent jumps is evident in the trajectories
of many tracers, even those that ultimately experience large
displacements at long times and are thus not in isolated pore
volumes.We are currently considering previously developed
methods (Baldwin et al., 1996; Ioannidis and Chatzis, 2000)
for the geometrical characterization of our void structures
and for the quanti6cation of pore necks and connectivity
within them.

4. Conclusions

Monte Carlo methods were used to create partially over-
lapped spherical aggregates and estimate their transport
properties when di usion occurs in the bulk, transition
or Knudsen regimes. The void spaces within these model
solids are representative of materials used as adsorbents,
membranes, or catalyst supports. Conventionally de6ned
tortuosity factors increased with Knudsen number when
number-averaged pore sizes were used as the character-
istic length scale for Knudsen di usion, even though the
Bosanquet formula is accurate in both capillaries and com-
plex void structures; these e ects of Kn re:ect an improper
choice of relevant length scale for Knudsen di usion. For
all of our model porous solids, the distribution of path
lengths for Knudsen di usion is well described by an expo-
nential distribution. We showed that using a more rigorous
Knudsen length scale 6rst derived by Derjaguin led to
tortuosity factors that vary by less than 4% for Kn values
between 10−3 and 1010 for void fractions above 0.15, and
by less than 18% for void fractions above 0.10; these void
fractions cover most porous solids used in adsorption and
heterogeneous catalysis. This correction to the Knudsen
component accounts for the statistics of the chord-length
distribution and for the nature of the tracer redirections; it
is equivalent to choosing a length scale that is smaller than
the number-averaged pore diameter, 〈lp〉. At high void frac-
tions (∼0:42), the pore space is well-connected, di usive
transport occurs via a combination of parallel and series
processes, and the relevant length scale is proportional
to 〈lp〉. For packings near the void percolation threshold
(0.04), the pore space is poorly connected and transport
is predominantly serial; in this region the relevant length
scale is better described by 〈l−1

p 〉−1, which tends to zero at
the percolation threshold because the tracers must navigate
the smallest opening along a single highly constricted and
contorted path.

Notation

D di usivity
De e ective di usivity in porous solid
Db bulk di usivity
DK Knudsen di usivity
Dordered
free free space di usivity obtained using same

sequence of path lengths for each tracer as
in packing

Drandomized
free free space di usivity using path lengths

drawn randomly from those in packing
DMSD e ective di usivity from mean-square dis-

placement method (Eq. (7))
DTPM e ective di usivity from test-particle

method (Eq. (8))
ID equivalent di usivity for tortuosity factor

calculation
D′ Derjaguin expression for di usivity

(Eq. (9))
fT fraction of tracers transmitted
Kn Knudsen number
l cumulative distance traveled by a tracer
lp distance betweenwall collisions in Knudsen

di usion
〈lp〉 number-averaged pore size (i.e. mean chord

length)
〈lp〉estimated length scale estimated from Eq. (12)
〈lp〉Derjaguin relevant length scale suggested by the Der-

jaguin expression (Eq. (9))
〈lp〉simulation number-averaged pore size from Monte

Carlo simulation of Knudsen di usion
〈lp〉proper length scale that yields �K = �b for conven-

tional tortuosity factor (Eqs. (1)–(4))
〈l2p〉 mean-square distance between wall colli-

sions
L plane spacing in test-particle method
n dimensionality
R0 sphere radius used for initial

non-overlapping packing
〈R〉 mean tracer displacement
〈R2〉 mean-square tracer displacement
Rcyl radius of in6nite cylinder
SV surface-to-volume ratio
t elapsed time

Greek letters

� correction term related to statistics of tracer
redirections

�m angle between trajectory segments sepa-
rated by m wall collisions

� mean free path for gas phase
 gas mean molecular velocity
� tortuosity factor
�K tortuosity factor based onKnudsen di usion
�b tortuosity factor based on bulk di usion
� void fraction
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